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Abstract

It is often the case that multiplications of whole spectra, component by component, must

be carried out, for example when light reflects from or is transmitted through materials.

This leads to particularly taxing calculations, especially in spectrally-based ray tracing or

radiosity in graphics, making a full-spectrum method prohibitively expensive. Nevertheless,

using full spectra is attractive because of the many important phenomena that can only be

modelled using all the physics at hand. Here we apply to the task of spectral multiplication

a method previously used in modelling RGB-based light propagation. We show that we can

often multiply spectra without carrying out spectral multiplication.

In previous work we developed a method called “spectral sharpening” which took camera

RGBs to a special sharp basis that was designed to render illuminant change simple to

model. Specifically, in the new basis one can effectively model illuminant change using a

diagonal matrix, rather than the 3 × 3 linear transform that results from a 3-component

finite-dimensional model.1 Here, we apply this idea of “sharpening” to the set of principal

component vectors derived from a representative set of spectra which might reasonably be

encountered in a given application. With respect to the sharp spectral basis we show that

spectral multiplications can be modelled as the multiplication of the basis coefficients. These

new product coefficients applied to the sharp basis serve to accurately reconstruct the spectral

product.

Although the method is quite general, here we show how to use spectral modelling by

taking advantage of metameric surfaces, ones that match under one light but not another,

for tasks such as volume rendering. The use of metamers allows a user to pick out or merge

different volume structures in real time, simply by changing the lighting.
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1. Introduction

Given 3-dimensional models of a set of objects together with the spectral reflectance charac-

teristics of reflectances (the object colours) and a spectral representation of the illumination

field it is possible to render (or synthesize) highly accurate photo-realistic images. There are

many applications of this technology. In film, it is now commonplace to see synthetically

generated images, e.g., the dinosaurs in Jurassic Park are the result of computer graphics

rendering as is the whole of Toy Story. Rendered images are commonplace in domains such

as the Graphic Arts (for marketing), and computer games, and they are also an enabling

technology for virtual reality since we can only make virtual worlds real if we can accurately

synthesize the real world.

While the applications of rendered images are many, there is a problem. Modelling the

light that is reflected from a scene (the light that would enter our eye if we were looking upon

the same scene) is a computationally very expensive process. Full spectral representations

of illumination strike full spectral surface reflectances. The result is a new spectral power

distribution which is reflected and goes on to strike other reflectances, and so on. Even with

the most powerful of today’s computers it can take up to a day of processing to arrive at a

single good looking image. It becomes clear that the cost of rendering a sequence of images

(for a film) is enormous.

Due to the computation involved, computer graphics has sought ways to make the cost of

multispectral rendering less (see reviews of older and newer methods in Ref.2). These methods

start with the observation that colour is basically a 3-dimensional problem. All colours we

see can be described using three values (e.g., redness, greenness and blueness). That this is so

is due to the processing hardware of our eye: retinal cone sensors are most sensitive to Red,

Green and Blue light. This said, it might be reasonable to wonder if we can represent light

and surface spectral quantities by 3 numbers — redness, greenness and blueness factors —
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and moreover, that the interaction of light and surface would be modelled by multiplying

the corresponding factors of the light and surface. As an example if the illumination were

50%, 70% and 20% red, green and blue and the surface were 20%, 50%, 10% red, green and

blue, then the combined (multiplied) RGB would be 10%, 35% and 2%. And in fact, this is

how most of computer graphics proceeds.

This simple RGB factor strategy works quite well provided the light is fairly white3

— and we find it so here, as well. Not only can images be generated at a fraction of the

computational cost but the generated images look good. However, the devil is in the details.

Occasionally, the colours rendered in images will not look right and this is evidence of this

Factor Model not working. In other applications where colour accuracy is crucial, e.g., in on-

line catalogues, people expect to see true colours so even if the colours in a rendered image

look good, if they are not truly accurate the customer will complain (over 50% of some

types of returned goods from catalogues are due to colour mismatches). In virtual reality

or medical applications it may be crucial to exactly model spectral interactions. It is well

known that when we move between illuminants the relationships between colours change.

In a pathological case two surfaces that look the same under one light can look different

under another light. The Factor Model predicts that all colour relations are preserved across

all illuminations. For such applications as rendering tissue surfaces in medical applications,

the differences between true colours and those predicted by the Factor Model may become

crucial.

The fundamental result presented here is to extend the simple red, green and blue

factor model so that it more accurately accounts for spectral interactions and so ultimately

produces more accurate looking images. Our idea is a simple one: suppose we capture the

salient information about spectra using a principal component analysis. Using just the first

few basis vectors will adequately model most spectra, and of course we can carry out spectral
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multiplies using just the basis coefficients. But the problem is that if we reduce the problem

to a p-dimensional space, say, we still have matrix multiplications to compute in order to

determine the new set of coefficients for a product spectrum (cf.4). However, we propose

that if we “sharpen” these basis vectors so that they are maximally concentrated around

specific wavelength regions then the sharpened basis will promote the simple factor model.

We effectively multiply spectra by multiplying coefficients with respect to a sharp basis

(and the resulting multiplied spectra can, if necessary, be reconstructed by multiplying these

coefficients times the sharp basis). The intuition of why this approach might work becomes

clear if we consider using the same number of basis functions as there are sampling points. In

this case the sharp basis consists of delta functions positioned at each sampling wavelength

and the basis coefficients are simply the spectra themselves. In the limiting case the sharp

approach to spectral multiplication results in the actual spectral multiplication.

We first carried out “spectral sharpening” on the three camera sensors for a particular

device (or for the colour-matching functions of the eye): the problem is to find a 3 × 3

matrix such that the combinations of the three camera sensors are maximally narrowband5

(in a simple sense, most like delta functions). For RGB colour, coefficients in terms of the

sharpened sensors obey much more accurately a Factor Model: colours for lights interacting

with surfaces are approximately given in terms of the RGB colour of the light multiplied

component-wise times the RGB colour of the surface, as in traditional computer graphics.

Here we find the linear combination of spectral basis functions which are sharpest. By

analogy to the RGB Factor Model (and by rigorous proof later in the paper) two spectra,

represented by their coefficients calculated with respect to a sharp basis, can be multiplied

together by simply multiplying the coefficients themselves: coefficients can simply be mul-

tiplied component-wise, for an accurate determination of product spectra. The dimension

of the spectral Factor Model is chosen to meet a particular error criterion. In the limiting
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case if zero spectral error is sought we resort to the full spectral model. However, in our

experiments we have found that a 5 to 7-dimensional spectral Factor Model maintains good

spectral accuracy.

Rendering an image with, say, 6-dimensional basis coefficient vectors is more than five

times faster as compared to the cost of rendering full multispectral images with, say, 31

sample points resulting from sampling at 10nm wavelength intervals from 400 to 700nm. We

point out to the reader that this approach is much cleverer than using, say, 6 sample points.

In this case we might accurately model spectral interaction at the chosen sample points but,

by definition, we would be blind to what happens between the sample points (if these are

obtained by sampling the input function directly, or else blind to the information between

values actually used). In our method we have a simple 6 factor multiplication model which

models the spectral interaction at all wavelengths. An alternate reasonable approximation

using, say, six block functions is shown to be overwhelmingly worse than the new method.

We believe the method set out here is significant outside the domain of computer graph-

ics. Since we can show that the spectral Factor Model is an accurate representation of the

actual multispectral quantities it follows that in proposing the spectral Factor Model of

image formation we are saying something fundamental about our understanding of image

formation — in particular that the interaction of lights and surfaces can be modelled by a

p-dimensional spectral Factor Model instead of spectra. This insight is key not only because

it reduces the dimension of spectral representations of light and surface but also because the

spectral Factor Model makes some sorts of image analysis tasks easy.

As an example, if we capture an image under yellow light the image colours are more

yellow than they ought to be. In contrast, if we ourselves viewed the same scene we would

not see the yellow cast: we possess the perceptual facility called colour constancy, i.e., the

ability to process an image to remove colour bias due to illumination (see, e.g.,6–11). In
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digital photography, authors have long sought algorithms to provide colour constancy. To

make the method work they adopt the 3-dimensional Factor Model — they assume RGBs

across illumination are related by three scalar multiplications. They do this mostly because it

simplifies the computational cost of processing. The method presented renders multispectral

colour constancy equally easy to solve.

2. Spectral Sharpening and the RGB Factor Model of Colour

A. Colour Image Formation

To motivate the following discussion of filters, let us briefly consider a colour camera sys-

tem. Consider the RGB triple r resulting from light with spectral power distribution E(λ)

impinging, perhaps after multiple scattering events or directly or both, on a surface with

spectral reflectance function Sx(λ). For simplicity, we mention reflectance, but in general

any combination of scattering events is implied.

If the camera system colour sensors have three sensitivity functions q (λ) then, for a

surface point x that sees this light, we have a colour

r x =
∫
f(x , λ)E(λ)Sx (λ) q (λ) dλ (1)

where x indexes 2D retinal coordinates and f(x , λ) encapsulates a geometric factor which

is usually taken to be separable and independent of λ.

Ignoring the geometric factor, the simple colour b for light E(λ) reflected from surface

S(λ) is given by

b ≡
∫
E(λ)S(λ) q (λ) dλ . (2)

When E(λ) is an illuminant, the product E(λ)S(λ) is termed the colour signal.12 Working
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with sampled spectra, then for example if we sample the visible spectrum from 400 nm to

700 nm in 10 nm increments, we form matrix Q from samples of the three sensor functions

q (λ), and each column of Q has 31 entries. Thus, the colour sensor matrix Q is 31× 3, the

illuminant, reflectance, and product of illuminant and surface spectra — the colour signal

— are 31 × 1 vectors, and the colour b is typically a 3–vector. Denoting the illumination

vector as E, surface as S, and colour signal as C, we can write:

C = E × S (3)

where × multiplies corresponding vector elements together. Because the × operator is not

part of standard linear algebra we rewrite this equation as follows:

C = diag(E)S . (4)

The diag function places the 31-vector E along the diagonal of a 31 by 31 diagonal matrix.

We can now rewrite (2) as:

b = Q Tdiag(E)S = Q TC . (5)

Now image formation is expressed algebraically. Calculating the colour signal vector

takes 31 multiplications, and converting the colour signal into an RGB takes 31*3 multipli-

cations and 30*3 additions. In rendering a multispectral scene, spectra must be multiplied

many times for every pixel — rendering an image may take billions of calculations.
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B. RGB Factor Model of Colour

In computer graphics, a simple approach to approximating (1) consists of multiplying the

RGB triple for the illuminant times the RGB triple for the surface. We call this the RGB

Factor Model. In terms of eq. (1) this amounts to approximating the colour equation (2)

with components bk by

bk ' skek/wk , k = 1..3 (6)

where sk is the surface colour under equi-energy white light

s = Q TS (7)

and ek is the colour of the illuminant,

e = Q TE . (8)

The camera scaling term is

w = Q T 1 , (9)

where 1 is a vector of 31 ones. The intuition behind (6) through (9) can be found by setting

wk = 1 and thinking of the RGB sensors as having single wavelength sensitivities. In this

case sk and ek are simply the spectral measurements for the kth sensor (for the kth delta

function). The w factor is a bookkeeping term that is needed to account for the magnitude

of the sensor curves. Without it, e.g., delta-function sensors would not give perfect colour

constancy.

Borges3 carefully considered this approximation when delta function sensitivities are not

assumed. He showed that for fairly arbitrary sensor bases the RGB Factor Model is accurate

provided illuminants (or surfaces) are “white enough”. In practice, the light can be relatively
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non–white and still give accurate enough results under an RGB Factor Model so long as the

sharpest sensor basis, the set of sensors most like delta functions, is used.5

C. Spectral Sharpening

Let us carry out a spectral sharpening transform5 in order to concentrate the “energy” of

the three filters into three separate “sharpening intervals” ψk, k = 1..3, within the visi-

ble spectrum. Each sharpening interval is a range of wavelengths within which we wish to

concentrate energy; e.g., for the red sensor, ψ1 would be an interval at the red end of the

spectrum. To sharpen, we wish to determine a 3 × 3 matrix T such that the filter set Q is

transformed into a new set Q̃ via

Q̃ = Q T . (10)

If the visible spectrum consists of wavelengths ω, then our objective is to decrease the amount

of energy for wavelengths φ = ω − ψ outside the sharpening interval ψ. We may choose a

different sharpening interval for each of the three filters and hence carry out a separate

minimization for each of the three colour channels.

Thus, spectral sharpening consists of finding a 3-component vector t , the kth column

of matrix T , that minimizes the least squares summation

min
∑

λ∈φk

[Q (λ)t ]2 + µ




∑
λ∈ω

[Q (λ)t ]2 − 1


 , k = 1..3 (11)

where µ denotes a Lagrange multiplier and t is a 3–vector to be solved for. The Lagrange mul-

tiplier term forces the magnitude of the calculated sensor to equal 1 and so the minimization

solves for the sensor that has minimum sensitivity outside the sharpening interval.

Of course, in carrying out the minimization there is no guarantee that the resultant

sensors will be all non-negative. We can, in fact, guarantee non-negativity of the resulting
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filter set by carrying out a constrained optimization:13, 14

min
∑

λ∈φk
[Q (λ)t ]2 , k = 1..3

with constraints




∑
λ∈ω[Q (λ)t ]2 = 1, L2 normalization

Q (λ)t ≥ 0 , non-negative sensor result .

(12)

Enforcing non-negativity makes intuitive sense: we represent spectra by weighted averages

in narrow wavelength bands and so the link with delta functions is clear. Moreover, positive

RGBs in computer graphics usually represent colours that can be displayed. However, we

point out that mathematically the spectral Factor Model does not preclude negative factors

but it does preclude negatives in the spectral reconstructions.

The point of spectral sharpening is that it enhances the accuracy of a simple diagonal

transform for expressing the changes in RGB required to effect a correct shift under lighting

change. Simply, if we make the light redder then we can model this by simply increasing the

value of all the red responses relative to the green and blue responses. One implication of

this is that the ratio of RGB pairs measured across illuminants (same surface, two lights)

should be constant.

Let us image a reference surface (typically a white patch) with surface spectral reflectance

Sref , and adjust all RGBs r by the assumption that these change as do the RGBs of the

reference surface under illuminant change E → E ′:

b

b ′ =
Q Tdiag(E)S

Q Tdiag(E′)S
' Q Tdiag(E)Sref

Q Tdiag(E ′)Sref

. (13)

If (13) is accurate then illuminant change is modelled by three simple scalars, that is,
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by a diagonal matrix. As mentioned earlier, the diagonal matrix model, or equivalently the

ratio stability of (13), would hold exactly if the sensor set Q consisted of very narrowband

curves. This is precisely what the spectral sharpening transform (10) aims to do: in the

transformed colour space, the diagonal model of change under illumination shift (the von

Kries or coefficient rule) is known to hold much more accurately since the sensor curves are

more narrowband.5 Denoting colours in the transformed colour space as b̃ , we have

b̃

b̃
′ '

Q̃
T
diag(E)Sref

Q̃
T
diag(E ′)Sref

=
b̃ ref

b̃
′
ref

. (14)

It is simple to show that if the ratio model (14) outperforms (13) then sharp sensors

must also help the RGB Factor Model (6). To see this, suppose we wish model the colour

b̃
′
for light E ′ reflected from surface S. Adopting the RGB Factor Model, this colour (in

the space of transformed sensors) is given by

b̃
′

= Q̃
T
diag(E ′)S =

[
Q̃

T
E ′

] [
Q̃

T
S

]

Q̃
T
diag(1)

. (15)

Now let us define a special reference surface Sref with all components equal to unity (a

perfect white diffuser) and an equi-energy white light Ew, also with all components equal to

unity. Then the following holds:

b̃
′

=

[
Q̃

T
diag(E ′)Sref

] [
Q̃

T
diag(Ew)S

]

Q̃
T
diag(Ew)Sref

=
b̃

′
ref b̃

b̃ ref

, (16)

where b̃ corresponds to the colour of illuminant Ew reflected from surface S. Rewriting, we

simply have the von Kries rule (the diagonal model of change under illumination shift):

b̃
′

b̃
=

b̃
′
ref

b̃ ref

. (17)
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The RGB Factor Model implies the von Kries rule (17) and vice versa. Thus, not unexpect-

edly, since we know that making the sensors more narrowband promotes the von Kries rule,

we also know that it promotes the RGB Factor Model as well. The RGB Factor Model is a

special application of the von Kries rule.

The RGB Factor Model is appealing in RGB graphics because of its simplicity and,

importantly, simplicity leads to fast rendering.

If we could apply a reasoning similar to the RGB Factor Model of colour to the problem

of multiplying spectra using a lower dimensional, coefficient space rather than full spectra

then graphics calculations could be greatly sped up for spectral rendering. And in fact we can

indeed accomplish just this by sharpening the basis vectors.15 Now we show that, again,

sharpening can allow us to apply the Factor Model to this higher-dimensional problem.

3. Spectral Multiplication

In a raytracing setting, we would wish to model every spectrum as it interacts with sur-

faces and transmission boundaries by simply cumulatively multiplying weights in a Finite-

Dimensional Model (see7), componentwise. While this is in fact not possible for most spectral

basis sets it is accurate for a particular sharp basis. We show that a spectral basis, chosen

to represent the statistics of real spectra, can be sharpened so that the resultant basis has

its sensitivity concentrated in narrow wavelength bands and, furthermore, that these bands

are mostly disjoint from one another. Coefficients do multiply for the sharp basis.

A. Sharpening Basis Vectors

Suppose that we form a set of colour signals, using a variety of natural lights multipled by

a collection of real spectral reflectance functions. Here, we made use of the set of standard

illuminants16 A, C, D48, D55, D65, D75, and D100. These illuminants represent incandescent
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lighting (illuminant A), and a variety of standard daylights at correlated colour temperatures

from 4800◦ to 10000◦. For reflectances, let us use the 170 reflectances of natural objects

measured by Vrhel et al.17 Colour signals are formed from products of these illuminants and

reflectances (no transmission functions were included in the set of model colour signals).

The first five SVD vectors for this set are shown in Fig. 1(a) — the first basis vector is

akin to an average (cf. usage of a colour signal basis in Ref.18). To complete the analogy with

the sharpening of sensor filters, let us denote by Q the 31 × 5 matrix of SVD vectors, and

denote by Q̃ the sharpened set. Thus, Fig. 1(a) shows the unsharpened set of basis vectors

Q . In comparison, Fig. 1(b) shows the sharpened set Q̃ , where we have carried out the same

optimization as in eq.(12), but for k = 1..p with p = 5 different channels and sharpening

intervals. In order to carry out the minimization (12) we need to specify sharpening intervals.

Here we simply used the approximately evenly spaced intervals [410– 450], [470–510], [530–

570], [590–630], [650–690] nm. In order to obviate scaling terms wk, k = 1..5 in the spectral

Factor Model, we re-normalize each column of transformed “filter” matrix Q̃ so that it adds

to 1, yielding scaling terms that are all unity.

There is no difference in the amount of information carried in a set of coefficients of

the 31× 5 matrix Q than in coefficients of the sharpened set Q̃ , since Q̃ is simply a matrix

transform T away from Q , as in eq. (10). It is useful to determine just how accurately the

basis set Q captures spectral shapes. Suppose we model all 170 × 7 = 1190 colour signals

using seven basis vectors and see how well spectra are modelled. Then, it turns out that

the average RMS error in modelling each spectrum is 5.48%. The median RMS error over

the whole set is 2.97%. Considering the illuminants alone we find a mean and median RMS

error of 2.69% and 2.58%, smaller since the illuminant SPDs have lower dimensionality.19

Comparing to the most reasonable simpler model, that of using block filters to model spectra,

illuminants are reconstructed with mean and median errors 33.00% and 30.62%, respectively
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— the new method is substantially better than a simpler approach.

These spectral error numbers are actually deceptively high: errors in RGB colours formed

from such approximate spectra are of course much smaller. For the colour signal set, the least

squares approximations have mean RMS CIE tristimulus XYZ vector (see Ref.16) error of

only 0.75% and median error of 0.42%. In terms of visible differences, one should make use

of the CIELAB ∆E measure. (However, ∆XYZ errors may have more obvious meaning to

rendering practitioners, so we report both.) Under highly controlled viewing conditions a

CIELAB ∆E error value of 1 correlates with a single just noticeable difference in colour. In

complex imagery an error up to 3 is not significant.20 CIELAB units are formed by using

the ratios of tristimulus XYZ values to the XYZ triple for the illuminant itself. Then the

luminance channel L is basically 100 times Y raised to the power 1/3: L = 116Y 1/3 − 16.

Colour content is defined in terms of differences of one-third powers of the X and Z ratios from

Y 1/3. In terms of ∆E units, the mean error is 0.92, and the median is 0.42. Clearly, the basis

does very well overall. However, the 95 percentile ∆E figure goes up to 3.04 units, meaning

that some errors may be discernible (although not in actual rendered images we tried — see

§ 3.E.1). In comparison, a using a simple set of block filters on the same wavelength intervals

produces figures of 7.15 and 6.74 mean and median ∆E errors. As well, the 95 percentile ∆E

figure goes up to 14.72 units, clearly unacceptable. Overall, we should use the sharpening

method. Moreover, a basis specialized for a particular set of lights and surfaces will do even

better.

Note that this type of test is a good deal more stringent than simply comparing colour

values in a rendered image, since the ∆E value includes magnitude. In this colour signal

test, every colour is at the maximum magnitude possible, so the errors evaluated are also at

maximum magnitude.
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B. Recovering Spectra

In general, suppose we use a 31 × p set of basis vectors Q , with p about 5 to 7. Suppose

light currently has a spectrum given in sampled terms by the 31-vector C. Now suppose this

colour signal interacts with the next reflection or transmission function S. Then in matrix

terms, the coefficients in the sharpened basis Q̃ for colour signal C are equal to the p-vector

c where

c = Q̃
T
C . (18)

Similarly, coefficients for the next spectral function S are given by

s = Q̃
T
S . (19)

Note that the new basis set Q̃ is not orthogonal, so that the best approximation of a

spectrum is not given by simply multiplying these weights by the basis vectors. Instead, the

best least squares approximation of 31-vector C is given by the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse

of Q̃ acting on these weights:

Ĉ = Q̃
+

c (20)

where

Q̃
+ ≡ Q̃ (Q̃

T
Q̃ )−1 . (21)

The Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse is a 31× p matrix.

Similarly, the best approximation of 31–vector S is given by

Ŝ = Q̃
+

s . (22)

Then the spectral Factor Model reconstruction of weights for the spectrum,
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after the next interaction, is simply the product of weights:

vk ≡ cksk , k = 1..p . (23)

Written in terms of vectors c and s , this component-wise multiplication of p-vectors could

be written in algebraic terms as

v = diag(c )s . (24)

Thus the spectral Factor Model reconstruction of a spectral function after the next

interaction is the result of the pseudoinverse acting on the above simple component-wise

product vector of p-vectors c and s :

spectrum = Q̃
+

v , vk = cksk . (25)

Note that in fact no spectrum need actually be calculated unless full spectral information

is necessary. For any interaction where this is not the case, simple multiplication of the p-

vector “colours” may be carried out. Otherwise, the precomputed 31 × p matrix Q̃
+

may

be employed.

As well, note that in (18) we are using the sharpened basis set as a set of filters: it would

be usual to define weights c in terms of the pseudoinverse Q̃
+

applied to the spectrum. But

that would destroy the parallel with spectral sharpening; while the direction we go makes

no difference when modelling individual spectra, since the columns of Q̃
+

are not as sharp

we should use the definition as stated in order to reduce spectral multiplication to a simple

weight multiplication.

The method presented gives a speedup factor of about 5, and no matter how fast hard-

ware may become this speedup is important. Compared to a method using principal com-
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ponent vectors without a sharpening step,4 instead of each spectral interaction consisting of

an p×p matrix multiply, for p-dimensional basis, we have just p multiplies; the savings com-

pared to Peercy’s method4 is therefore p multiplies compared to p2 multiplies and p(p− 1)

additions.

C. Recovering RGB

After all renderering (e.g., raytracing or raycasting) is accomplished, we may reconstruct

RGBs trivially from p–dimensional weight vectors via a 3 × p matrix. For suppose colours

are generated via a matrix operation taking spectrum into 3-vector:

b T = CT R , (26)

with R an appropriate 31× 3 colour-matching matrix. The RGB colour can be determined

directly in terms of weights by a matrix transform

b = R T C = (R T Q̃
+
) c ≡ U c , (27)

where U is 3× p.

Thus to generate RGB colour for a given product spectrum, we need never carry out a

spectral reconstruction.

Note that we might expect a simpler method using a set of block filters to do quite well

in modelling colours for light bounced off surfaces, since block basis functions have no overlap

at all and one would expect there to be some tradeoff between this asset and the optimality

of the suggested basis set. But in fact using the method presented here, if we consider the

1190 colour signals arising from our 170 objects times 7 illuminants, the spectral Factor

Model error using the proposed method gives mean and median errors of 2.21 and 1.14 ∆E
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units, whereas a block filter method gives mean and median errors of 5.50 and 4.76 ∆E

units, substantially higher values.

D. Examples

Since we might like to to use a fixed basis set, re-used for any rendering application, we should

consider testing our basis against other reflectances and colour signals, ones that were not

used in forming the basis vectors. As well, this might make the most sense in applying the

present model to vision-, as opposed to graphics-oriented problems.

As a concrete example of the spectral Factor Model calculation for spectra, suppose we

form a colour signal using the “light skin” patch (# 2) of the Macbeth ColorChecker, which

is another set of standard reflectances.21 Using standard illuminant D65, we arrive at the

colour signal (solid curve) of Fig. 2(a). The best least squares approximation using five basis

vectors is also shown, dotted.

If we apply eq. (25) for the spectral Factor Model product spectrum, as derived by

simply multiplying weights, then we arrive at the dashed curve in Fig. 2(a). Clearly, little

accuracy has been lost over using the best least squares fit, which is the best we can do given

our basis dimensionality.

Let us now model a second bounce, this time from the Macbeth patch (# 4) approx-

imating the spectral characteristics of foliage. Here, we are considering a surface graphics

paradigm, where we wish to investigate modelling errors as the light travels through the

surface model and is gradually extinguished. Fig. 2(b) shows that again we have done well

enough. The two-bounce spectrum calculated according to the spectral factor model approx-

imates the best least squares approximation. Finally, a third bounce off the Macbeth patch

(# 3) for “blue sky” gives approximations as in Fig. 2(c).

For the first, second, and third bounces, the RMS error for the spectral Factor Model
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approximation for spectral components is 7.28%, 10.14%, and 16.82%, which compare well

to the best RMS errors possible in a 5–dimensional model, which are 6.50%, 8.57%, and

10.98%.

In terms of XYZ, however, errors are much less. First, we consider raw XYZ vector

differences from the correct XYZ, and then phrase differences in terms of perceptual error.

For the first, second, and third bounce, the correct XYZ triple (using sensor curves that each

sums to 10.67) is (400.7, 374.6, 288.5), then (45.3, 49.3 17.5), and finally (8.7, 10.3 5.8). The

best we can do gives raw error norms of 10.99, 0.32, and 0.14 for the first, second, and third

bounce, whereas the spectral Factor Model approximation of the spectrum yields XYZ norm

errors of 23.64, 3.83, and 1.74.

Of course error for XYZ responses does not have a direct perceptual meaning. How-

ever, in terms of colour difference assessment if we map XYZ to CIE Lab coordinates16 (a

3-dimensional non-linear transform) then Lab does have perceptual significance. Here we

observe ∆Es of just 2.35, 3.82 and 0.84 (compared to 1.69, 0.28 and 0.28 for the full 5D

linear model). Two remarks are useful here. First we notice that the error diminishes for the

third bounce . This is due to the fact that as light bounces, less and less light is reflected and

so the spectral power distribution is attenuated — and the ∆E measure includes magnitude.

(The increase for the second bounce is likely due to the approximation error being greater

than this attenuation.) In the limit after infinite bounces no light is reflected and so in the

limit we have a zero error. Second, that in the context of complex images a ∆E of 3 or even

5 is not noticeable to an observer.20 This small test indicates that the method can produce

reasonably good results.

As well, we could in fact do a good deal better by simply creating a “specialized” basis

for colour signals formed from just a target set of illuminants and reflectances. In graphics,

this could well be a reasonable approach if we wished to use particular lights such as sodium
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lamps, say, that have a spiky component. For example, using a basis set created from only

fluorescent light “F2”16 and the 24 Macbeth reflectances, then a 5D sharpened linear model

gives ∆E errors of 3.71, 3.74, and 0.57 ∆E units over 1, 2, and 3 bounces, compared to

0.71, 0.20, and 0.14 units for the best finite-dimensional model available. This is certainly

acceptable performance for the Factor Model of spectra.

However the simple expedient of utilizing a single basis for any application, appealing

in its simplicity, is also quite workable.

E. Multi-reflection results

1. Random reflections

Now let us consider the behaviour of the algorithm in modelling spectra and colours for a

more exhaustive test. Let us use the 170 reflectances and 7 illuminants to first generate all

possible colour signals, and then model them using the spectral Factor Model method we

have set out, and compare to the best that can be done using 5 basis vectors. The results

are that, for the output XYZ vectors, the best approximation yields a median percentage

error of 0.99%, with error defined as (actual−approximation)/‖actual‖. The spectral Factor

Model version, modelling spectra by multiplication of sharpened basis coefficients and then

reconstituting spectra, yields a median XYZ error of 3.6%. This is an acceptable error level.

In general, we are interested in how random bounces produce errors, indexed both in

terms of how many bounces, and as well in terms of how many dimensions we use in our

finite dimensional model. Table 1 shows how the best approximation performs, using a given

basis set dimensionality. Let us perform one test for each of 1 to 5 random bounces, starting

from each material in our set of 170 reflectances, and with an illuminant randomly drawn

from our set of 7 lights and accumulating the colour signal as bounces proceed. Further

bounces are calculated from randomly drawn reflectances from the set of 170. Here, we are
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considering a volume graphics paradigm, where we wish to add up light coming through a

volume, with light interacting as it comes through each new material, always accumulating

light along an “eye ray”. That is, we first create a colour signal starting from a random

illuminant and bouncing from a random reflectance. This forms the main contribution into

a virtual camera. We then keep bouncing, each time adding more contributions to the signal

received at the virtual camera. We consider basis set dimensionality from 3 to 9.

Median CIE ∆E values are tabulated, measuring the error from the XYZ triple derived

from the full, correct spectrum to that derived from the spectrum produced by our spectral

Factor Model rule in eq. (23). The top of Table 1 shows ∆E values for the best available

spectral model, for a given dimensionality — after all, for any algorithm based on a Finite-

Dimensional Model, we cannot hope to do better than the underlying dimensional reduction

allows, and so it is important to compare to how well we could do at base. The second part

of the Table gives error values for the proposed model. As generally expected, the spectral

Factor Model median errors are worse than the “best” errors.

We see that, again as expected, the proposed model does best for higher dimensionality.

Overall, naturally we could do better, using a Finite-Dimensional basis, if we in fact knew

the colour signal and then applied the basis. But the spectral Factor Model method set out

does well enough, for dimensionality 7, and not poorly even for dimensionality 5. Hence, we

can carry out graphics using roughly twice the number of “colours”, but with much greater

accuracy in terms of spectral information than simply using RGB.

As well, the third part of Table 1 gives ∆E performance using a simple, 3-component

colour component-wise multiplication version of Computer Graphics. This model simply

multiplies colour and is therefore independent of basis dimension. For dimension 7 or higher,

the spectral Factor Model always outperforms simple colour multiplication, considering only

overall statistics and not the large errors that will occur for special cases for the simple RGB
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method.

In fact, the simple RGB-multiplication model does work reasonably well, over many

cases. However, sometimes simple RGB multiplies will result in colours that are completely

wrong (see § 3.E.2 below on the use of metamers as an application of the fact that we have

spectra available).

Borges3 showed that if we define an error measure for an RGB Factor Model of tris-

timulus values of products of functions f and g (light and reflectance, say) via ε(f, g) =

∫
(f(λ)g(λ)q(λ)dλ− ∫

f(λ)q(λ)dλ
∫
g(λ)q(λ)dλ (where sensor q is normalized so that it in-

tegrates to unity) then an error bound exists [ε(f, g)]2 ≤ ε(f, f)ε(g, g). That is, a low error

bound depends on the RGB Factor Model working well for the product of these functions

with themselves. So Table 1 is an empirical validation of Borges’ theoretical result: the error

bound is reasonably small much of the time.

But we note that in fact the same theorem applies if we make use of our sharpened basis

functions, in place of sensors q, and in a higher dimension. So the information in Table 1 is

that, if we wished to do best, in a low dimension, with respect to the human visual system

then our sharpened basis is indeed not the best choice since it covers the whole spectrum

uniformly and the human visual system does not. But by its definition we are in fact trying

to do best not with respect to colour per se, but with respect to an error bound over the

whole spectrum — we are trying to obtain the best representation for a spectrum, for use

in tasks for which a complete spectrum is required (see, e.g.,22). And for any dimensionality

our choice will do best for that objective.

Note that in respect of Table 1, of course the first bounce colour is usually the most

important, since it will contribute the most in magnitude. Nevertheless the other bounces

are important as well, since these can substantively contribute light when summed over

many bounces — just as in the radiosity method of graphics, or in fact in the actual lighting
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conditions of most rooms. A good deal of the lighting in a room with light-coloured walls

comes from the sum of a series of bounces.

Table 2 show CIELAB errors at the 90-percentile level for the same experiment as above.

Generally, ∆E errors for the spectral Factor Model with dimensionality of 7 or above are

acceptable. And in fact, colour itself and the ∆E measure are arguably not the right error

metric for what we are trying to accomplish, since we need an accurate spectrum more than

an accurate colour, for the tasks at hand (see the next section), and the naive model of

multiplying RGBs fails dismally for these however reasonable errors are in general for the

simple approach.

2. Using spectral models for visualisation

Importantly, we can make use of the spectra the present method generates to our advantage

in certain types of modelling and visualization (where the RGB model alone would not

suffice). To begin with, consider the RMS errors for whole spectra, for random lighting and

reflectances. Table 3 shows that we do remarkably well using the spectral Factor Model,

even accumulating over many bounces, and not too much worse than the best we could

possibly do. Thus the spectral Factor Model produces a very reasonable approximation of

whole spectra for use in graphics or vision.

Metamers present an interesting problem for graphics rendering. A pair of metameric

surfaces have the property that they look the same under one light but different under a

second. Of course, an RGB model for rendering cannot predict metameric effects — using

non-spectral graphics, if RGBs are the same (or different) under one light, they must be the

same (or different) under another light. The RGB mapping is bijective. This is not true for

the spectral Factor Model. We carried out the following experiment to see how Factor Model

spectral rendering and the RGB model fare in the face of metamerism.
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Consider the three spectral pairs shown in Fig. 3. Here, an original and a metameric

spectrum are shown as a solid and a dashed curve. Each pair produces the same XYZ triple

under illuminant D65, but each pair yields widely different colour values under tungsten

lighting, represented by standard illuminant A (these curves are from Ref.16 ; and see Ref.23

for colour images of these metamers). We would like to see how the usual RGB-multiplication

model of Computer Graphics does on these metamers under illumination change. Since, in

the simple model, colour is formed from the product of surface colour and illuminant colour,

one necessarily has that if surfaces match under one light, they match under any other light.

And that is precisely the incorrect behaviour in these cases.

Applying the 3-component RGB Factor Model to the separate XYZ vectors for surface

and illuminant, under D65 the XYZ pairs do not actually match precisely: ∆E values for

differences between the pairs are 6.41, 4.30, and 4.14 units. I.e., full spectrum colour signals

match (with ∆E=0), but the RGB Factor Model colour does not match. However, the colour

is close nonetheless. Now changing the illuminant to tungsten, we again find that ∆E values

for the RGB Factor Model of colour are small: 3.69, 2.12, and 2.18 units. But for the full

spectrum version, these values should actually be 34.51, 24.34, and 22.31 units. In other

words, the simple RGB model fails dramatically.

In Fig. 4 the spectral Factor Model derived approximation of the colour signal under

tungsten lighting, for an N=7 basis, is shown dashed, along with a solid curve for the correct

spectrum. The ∆E values for the differences between correct and approximate spectra have

median value 7.42 units. Whereas the usual RGB colour model is not only completely wrong

and does not yield a spectral approximation, the present method does reasonably well and

also calculates a spectrum.

Fig. 5 shows how these surfaces appear in a standard surface graphics rendering system.24

Here the three metamer pairs are first shown under light D65 as three sets of contiguous
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spheres, with a horizontal plane of Macbeth colour patch #2 reflecting the sphere pairs.

Rendering uses a standard raytracing approach with up to 30 scattering events per ray. The

top-left image uses full-spectrum calculations followed by computation of XYZ values, as a

form of ground truth. In comparison, the Factor Model approach to approximating spectra

is shown in the central image, and the RGB-graphics version of the image is shown on the

right. The bottom row shows the same scene under standard illuminant A. The RGB-graphics

version in the right-hand column is, of course, completely wrong since surfaces that match

under one light will again match under another light. But the full-spectrum and Factor Model

versions agree. Notice that since raytracing is employed, in fact these images show not just

a single bounce, but in fact multiple bounces of light.

Table 4 shows how a “specialized” basis performs. In graphics, we may wish to use only

a few spectra that we have designed, and use only a few lights. Since we are interested

in the metameric reflectances, let us use these to form colour signals, without regard to

their metameric pair structure. Here we make use of standard illuminants D65 and A to

synthesize colour signals for the six metamer spectra (three pairs) used in Fig. 5 (although

in fact we did not use a specialized basis to create Fig. 5 — we used a general-purpose

basis). Table 4 gives errors, for the two lights used and over 6 bounces, using a specialized

basis with dimension 7. In fact, these metamer reflectances are difficult to capture in a low-

dimensional basis in that generally some are not very smooth. In comparison to ordinary

RGB multiplication the spectral Factor Model does very well, with CIELAB errors about

1/3 the size, on average. Ordinary colour multiplication fails spectacularly for standard light

A, under which metamers are not supposed to match.

Note that even in a sharpened colour space a simple RGB diagonal colour change to

correct an overall colour cast stemming from the illumination25, 26 cannot accurately deal

with spectral effects, in contradistinction to the method presented here which indeed can.
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In particular, if two patches match under one light, then using the method of white-point

correction using a 3× 3 matrix,25, 26 in any colour space, to transform colour values to those

under another illuminant will still produce matching patches, and this will be wrong for

metameric surfaces.

To consider spectral error, Table 5 shows how the spectral Factor Model fares in terms of

RMS whole-spectrum percentage error, again for the specialized basis aimed at the metamer

reflectances (with CIELAB errors given above in Table 4). Comparing to Table 3, we note

that indeed we do worse than for the relatively smoother non-metameric reflectance set.

Nevertheless, one of the strengths of the present method is that it can indeed handle a

situation in which one uses a specialized basis, as opposed to point-sampling methods (e.g.,27)

which necessarily must fail for some spiky source or absorption spectra.

Fig. 6 shows the accumulated reconstituted spectra for the colour signals with errors as

in Tables 4 and 5. We see that even for challenging metameric spectra and changing light

we still have a relatively small spectral error.

It is evident that the best FDM model significantly outperforms the spectral Factor

Model approach. Notice that in Table 4 for one and two bounces the spectral Factor Model

delivers an error rate of about 6 ∆E (just about imperceptible in complex scenes) compared

with 18 for the RGB model (very noticeable). Moreover, as the number of bounces increases,

the error rate for the spectral Factor Model is between one third and one half of that for

the RGB model. As a final point we remark that the error rates achieved for the best FDM

model require the spectral calculation of the colour signal which is then projected to the

lower-dimensional basis. That is, Table 4 values for “Best FDM” illustrate performance that

can only be achieved by full spectral rendering, which is what we are trying to avoid.
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3. Spectral models in volume visualization navigation

Perhaps the most appropriate use for the method within Graphics would likely be in scientific

visualization using Volume Graphics (see Ref.28). Here, a full-spectrum approach can well

make use of the properties of metamers to enable the disclosure or hiding of 3D features

when rendering such data sets. As we saw in Fig. 5, RGB graphics cannot form a vehicle

for effects that require full spectra. In Fig. 7 we show a volume rendering result derived

from MRI slice images for biological data. In the first instance, in Fig. 7(a) we render the

visualization using a standard illuminant D65, with materials assigned spectral reflectance

values in a volume-rendering transfer function such that most structures in the image are

mapped to the same or a similar colour: the reflectances are metamers under D65. In the

second instance, in Fig. 7(b), we instead use tungsten lighting to illuminate, with the result

that most structures fade into black, and a single structure (the frog’s stomach) is prominent.

Only by spectral design can such effects be created. The interesting feature of this approach

is that the lighting can be inserted at any point in the rendering pipeline; in particular,

here we render the visualization images as a post-illumination step, after all raytracing is

completed. This means that the user can interact with the visualization in real time (cf.

Ref.28). These images were created using a general-purpose basis, not a specialized one.

4. Conclusions

We have set out a new method for spectral multiplication based on sharpening of a set of

basis functions for colour signals. Since sharpening promotes a spectral Factor Model, the

new method gives a good approximation of spectra, even under multiple bounces of light.

As well, but not included in this paper, we have determined that a full-spectrum solution

for radiosity29 can be phrased in terms of a lower-dimension statement of the problem, with

resulting savings. Naturally, false colour rendering of medical volume data30 in fact has
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nothing to do with accurate colour since such colour is unphysical. However, we could not

have achieved real-time feature highlighting and obscuring without the facility of spectral

response via changing a lighting slider28). Moreover, the present method does open up the

possibility actually rendering medical structures correctly, using spectral measurements of

tissues.

Computer Graphics is certainly the application most readily amenable to full-spectrum

calculations, using the present method. But other applications, in Computer Vision, for

example, can also be addressed using the mechanism set out here and we intend to pursue

these other applications elsewhere.
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Reflections
1 2 3 4 5

Dimension Best FDM
3 3.06 3.24 3.62 4.27 4.86
5 0.95 0.96 1.12 1.34 1.70
7 0.44 0.55 0.70 1.02 1.26
9 0.13 0.16 0.19 0.21 0.24

Dimension Factor Model

3 3.92 4.39 5.48 7.04 8.40
5 2.51 2.92 3.58 4.35 6.25
7 1.13 1.31 1.44 1.78 2.09
9 0.88 1.04 1.15 1.25 1.81

Multiply RGB
1.76 1.99 2.27 2.67 3.16

Table 1. Median CIELAB ∆E values for 170 Object reflectances comparing
the best spectral approximation available using a Finite-Dimensional basis
set of dimension N with the spectral Factor Model approach, accumulating
over 1 to 5 recursive reflections. The illuminant in each case, and the further
reflectance functions, are drawn randomly. The last line compares to a simple
multiplication of XYZ values.
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Reflections
1 2 3 4 5

Dimension Best FDM
3 3.31 3.66 3.85 4.57 5.19
5 0.98 1.03 1.21 1.36 1.77
7 0.46 0.63 0.81 1.13 1.37
9 0.14 0.18 0.21 0.22 0.25

Dimension Factor Model

3 4.12 4.95 5.75 7.44 9.45
5 2.67 3.06 3.75 4.74 6.96
7 1.19 1.40 1.48 1.83 2.21
9 0.92 1.18 1.26 1.31 1.94

Multiply RGB
1.86 2.02 2.35 2.82 3.58

Table 2. Ninetieth percentile level for CIELAB ∆E values over 170 Object
reflectances with randomly chosen lights.
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Reflections
1 2 3 4 5

Dimension Best FDM (%)
3 9.11 9.28 9.76 10.42 11.14
5 4.80 4.83 4.75 4.80 5.26
7 3.03 3.29 3.77 4.28 4.83
9 2.26 2.32 2.64 2.77 3.17

Dimension Factor Model (%)

3 10.35 10.59 10.97 11.65 13.10
5 7.59 7.50 7.35 7.90 8.61
7 5.17 5.61 5.98 6.75 7.96
9 5.04 5.68 6.21 6.58 7.28

Table 3. RMS percentage errors for whole spectra over 170 Object reflectances
with randomly chosen lights.

Reflections
1 2 3 4 5 6

Best FDM (dim=7)
D65 2.20 1.02 4.36 2.89 6.60 5.41
A 1.03 2.39 0.86 0.62 3.65 3.86

Factor Model (dim=7)
D65 1.69 1.18 4.72 3.40 9.23 4.51
A 6.22 6.16 9.48 10.39 17.39 20.28

Multiply RGB
D65 3.95 4.20 8.22 10.08 17.50 15.99
A 18.24 18.94 27.83 29.90 43.92 37.65

Table 4. CIELAB errors using specialized 7D basis from lights D65 and A
applied to the metamer reflectances, over both lights and 6 bounces, accumu-
lating the signal over bounces.
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Reflections
1 2 3 4 5 6

Best FDM (%) (dim=7)
D65 3.01 2.64 5.65 5.28 8.88 9.09
A 2.48 3.95 4.41 4.04 8.71 9.11

Factor Model (dim=7)
D65 4.20 3.84 7.40 6.44 11.70 11.37
A 17.00 21.90 14.01 16.45 14.68 16.63

Table 5. RMS whole-spectrum percentage errors for lights D65 and A applied
to the metamer reflectances, over both lights and 6 bounces, accumulating the
signal over bounces.
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Fig. 1. (a): First five SVD vectors. (b): Sharpened version of basis vectors.
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Fig. 2. (a): One bounce. Exact: solid line; best least squares: dotted line; spec-
tral Factor Model: dashed line. (b): Two bounces. (c): Three bounces.
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Fig. 3. Three pairs of metameric surface spectral reflectance functions.
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Fig. 4. Colour signals for the three metameric pairs, under tungsten lighting
(solid) with the spectral Factor Model approximation (dashed).
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 5. Spheres painted with metameric surface reflectance functions. Top
row is under D65, bottom row is under illuminant A. Left column uses
full-spectrum reflectances and illuminants in a full-spectrum 31-component
raytracer, middle column shows results using the present spectral Fac-
tor Model approach, and right-hand column shows results using stan-
dard 3-component graphics. (Colour versions of figures can be seen at
http://www.cs.sfu.ca/∼mark/ftp/Josa03 .)
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

(i) (j) (k) (l)

Fig. 6. Colour signals for 1 to 6 bounces of lights D65 (figures (a) to f)) and A
(figures (g) to l)) from the six metameric reflectances in order, accumulating
the signal over bounces. Solid: actual colour signal; dashed: spectral Factor
Model approximation.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. Volume rendering of 3D biological data. (a): Under illuminant D65,
most materials are metameric. (b): Under illuminant A, most structures fade
from view and just the stomach is prominent (image shown in inverse colour).
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1

(a): First five SVD vectors. (b): Sharpened version of basis vectors.

Fig. 2

(a): One bounce. Exact: solid line; best least squares: dotted line; spectral Factor Model:

dashed line. (b): Two bounces. (c): Three bounces.

Fig. 3

Three pairs of metameric surface spectral reflectance functions.

Fig. 4

Colour signals for the three metameric pairs, under tungsten lighting (solid) with the spectral

Factor Model approximation (dashed).

Fig. 5

Spheres painted with metameric surface reflectance functions. Top row is under D65, bot-

tom row is under illuminant A. Left column uses full-spectrum reflectances and illuminants

in a full-spectrum 31-component raytracer, middle column shows results using the present

spectral Factor Model approach, and right-hand column shows results using standard 3-

component graphics. (Colour versions of figures may be viewed at

http://www.cs.sfu.ca/∼mark/ftp/Josa03 .)

Fig. 6

Colour signals for 1 to 6 bounces of lights D65 (figures (a) to f)) and A (figures (g) to l))

from the six metameric reflectances in order, accumulating the signal over bounces. Solid:

actual colour signal; dashed: spectral Factor Model approximation.

Fig. 7

Volume rendering of 3D biological data. (a): Under illuminant D65, most materials are
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metameric. (b): Under illuminant A, most structures fade from view and just the stomach

is prominent (image shown in inverse colour).


